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From the Vicar

From the Team 35/2/2020

Well it has been over 5 weeks since it

seemed we were living a ‘normal life’.

So much has changed around the world

and in our little part of it. Despite the

difficult times it has been amazing to

see how everyone has pulled together

to get through this lockdown period.

It has been sad and challenging for us

all not to be able to attend worship

since the lockdown, especially over

Easter. Thankfully I had the time to

work out how to record videos on my

phone and load these on to YouTube. It

has actually been a fun project to do as

I have done some learning and

hopefully been able to continue the

ministry of All Saints to some degree,

albeit different. And so to this edition

of The Saintinel. Thank you to those

who have contributed to this edition of

of The Saintinel. It has been amazing

putting together your stories.

A big thanks to Christine Ball for the

idea of collecting the stories of Our

People and how we as a community

have been spending our time.

I have kept busy during lockdown by

gardening, revisiting my guitar,

reading, watching films and exercising.

I know like many of you I miss the

routines of seeing people and I look

forward to seeing you all again soon.

My continued thoughts and prayer are

with you all, may God bless us and

keep us united as the Body of Christ.

The stories in this edition are

testament to that. In Christ, Jordan.

In Lockdown.

As you all know almost everything in our church

is on hold. Planned activities and our AGM have

been deferred and our weekly services, study

groups and social groups cancelled. Our Hall

users have cancelled and the cleaning and lawns

are all on hold.

Fortunately the weather has been amazing during

our lock down and we have been able to enjoy our

daily “dose of vitamin D” and for many of us, a

daily walk.Some of us have used the time to learn

new skills and/or do some of the things on our ”to

do” list – you know sorting photos, cleaning

cupboards and other not so exciting jobs.

We are extremely grateful to Jordan who took the

time to learn how to deliver our weekly services

into our homes. He has shown a real skill for this

and while, he felt, he had a few teething issues at

the start, he is now delivering us a very

professional online service. I am sure that many

of you have also appreciated the phone calls you

have received from him. Thanks must also go to

other members of the parish who have taken the

time to ring others in the parish or members of

their groups to make sure we are surviving both

mentally and physically during what could be a

challenging time. I know I have enjoyed talking to

those I have rung and have appreciated the calls I

have received, learning about what you have been

doing during this time.

We have three in our bubble – Wayne, myself and

Pixie, our dog. While I am normally quite happy

with my own company, I would really prefer to do

it under my own terms and for not quite so long.

Wayne has found plenty to do- working on his

caravan until he ran out of materials, painting

windowsills until he ran out of paint (thanks to

Rachael to was able to give us enough to finish

the job so I could rehang curtains etc and get out

of the mess). I prepared the garden for winter

vegetables but wasn’t able to get them before shut

down. Then I sorted clothes, some cupboards and

attacked jobs on my “to do” list. You know the jobs

you really need to do but can’t really be bothered.

However it didn’t take long to run out of steam. I

did a bit of baking but the scales told me that

wasn’t a good idea. So we resorted to doing

jigsaws, a lot of reading, daily walks and in the

evening I knitted up some of the wool that I have

collected over the years. So far I have a couple of

jumpers for the Anglican Trust and another

underway.

For me the hardest thing has been buying

groceries on line. It’s not the same as wandering

through the supermarket and getting the odd new

item or treat. There is no spontaneity: it’s all pre-

planned. The best thing is the time I have had to

contact family and friends and the daily laughs

many have sent, especially Jeannie.

I give thanks for the safety and well being of my

family as I am sure you all do. May we all

continue to be so blessed.

Jean Green, People's Warden
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Parish News

Parish News 45/2/2020

Ten years ago we visited Israel (after 3 weeks in Egypt, Jordan and Syria), and I

took many photos during our travels and copied many (hundreds!) off when we

returned home. I am embarrassed to say that these pictures were sitting in a

cupboard until the end of last year, when I found some time to make a start on

getting them into albums. However, it wasn’t until this Easter that I found time

to organise the last of the photos, which was our journey through Israel.

Over the days it took, I couldn’t help but reflect at what a poignant time I had

chosen to immerse myself in all these photos, particularly as I ‘walked’ again the

route Jesus took through Jerusalem on the way to the cross, the Garden at

Gethsemane, the Church of the Nativity and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

where the last five Stations of the Cross are remembered. It was a very special

journey for us to have taken in 2010, and looking again at the photos has brought

back many wonderful memories of our time in this ancient and interesting

country.

Coral Atkins, Women’s Breakfast Co-

ordinator

I am classed as an essential worker and

have been working full time from home. I

work for Waitemata DHB as a needs

assessor so during this time our team has

been working on cases that we are able to

contact by phone or for whom we can

contact with their consent family members.

I have been walking around our

neighbourhood most days and have gone

down some streets I have never been in.

I finished this dress I started last

September which is a speed record for me

and have gardened and done some baking

including some old favourites parishioners

will know like Marble & seed Cake.

Charles my husband who some have met

has been busy with a project of his own

clearing a local track in a nearby park.
Lorelle George, Music ministry
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Parish News 55/2/2020

I have been working Monday to Friday at North Shore Hospital, but have been

in my bubble after work, weekends and public holidays. My Easter Sunday

evening post on Facebook at Easter is a good one, showing what I have been up

to. My Facebook post is below with 12 x photos attached. You are welcome to use

my story, or any of the photos.

My Easter so far… Enjoying the 4 day weekend off work and after the Good

Friday Service courtesy of our All Saints Vicar, Jordan, via You-Tube, I had Hot

Cross Buns for breakfast. I re-painted white the driveway double gates and the

picket fence at the front of my garden on Friday and Saturday. After the Easter

Sunday Service and breakfast, I enjoyed an Easter egg, then painted the other

side of the fence up to my letterbox. Looking good and all done up to my small

gate now, so won’t take long to finish.

Tonight I had dinner with my neighbours, Erica, Tony, Lois and Hannah. It was

fun and we had a nice catch-up at 5.30pm before it got cold and dark. We were 10

metres apart as they had their dinner on a rug their side of the fence and I had

mine on the path my side of the fence. Last day off tomorrow, so I’ll either be

painting the little gate, or doing stuff inside, depending upon weather. Back to

work at the hospital on Tuesday. Hope you are all enjoying your Easter. I’ve had

photos, videos and phone calls from all my grandchildren, children and step-

children, so I’m a happy Grandma at Easter.
Joan Salt



Life under Lockdown

Parish News 65/2/2020

Life was not too different for us. I work from home and Graham doesn’t go to

work until 3pm so we were used to being at home. The big difference for me was

having Graham home for the evenings and having to share the Chromecast. This

resulted in my buying a second Chromecast so I could watch what I wanted to!

We shut down on the command of our children a week before it became official.

Our two daughters work in the general area of disaster management, public

health and policing, and we were under no illusions about what to do! Son in law

writes daily pieces on Youtube about how to cope under lockdown from a

psychological point of view and has been regularly interviewed on the radio.

Lynne & Graham and their many activities

During the first few weeks I enjoyed sitting

in the glorious sun and reading, listening to

podcasts and just reviving myself. Graham

made our winter vegetable garden complete

with mech covers to protect the plants from

marauding ducks and birds. We also sorted

and planted bulbs, and I planted my usual

pansies. Apart from a couple of small

maintenance tasks Graham also spent the

time catching up on television watching and

reading.

We walked occasionally. I didn’t knit, or bake

particularly much. I treated it as a time when

I could just recharge. I enrolled in two

courses at American Ivy League Universities.

I wrote my regular article for the Touchstone,

the Methodist newspaper, and I am about to

begin work for AUT again. Oh, and I’m still

sitting in the sun.

We had to sort out our evening meals.

Graham is a meat and three vege person, and

I’m salads and stir fries. This worked fine

when Graham ate at work, but we had to

develop a whole new way of organizing

dinner. We managed to compromise. We had

dessert occasionally. I managed to get the

hang of online shopping and we lived very

well with Countdown deliveries, a fruit box

from The Fruit Guys every fortnight and

deliveries of meat and pies. Our daughter

topped us up in the weekends.

I enjoyed Jordan’s videos. I also connected

with Cedar Centre for Evening Prayers every

night. This was a beautiful, calming way to

end the day. We’re still in lockdown. We will

wait until Level one before we venture out

much. 5 weeks and counting is a long time

without leaving the house except for two brief

medical appointments. I’m planning a long

drive later this week, in between online

meetings. But it has been worth it.

Lynne & Graham McDonald 



Lockdown in the Deep South

Parish News 75/2/2020

Geoff tackles a long list of

handyman tasks every day and in

the afternoons we go for a 5km

bike ride with a teddybear

lookout in the basket. The local

roads are long and flat unlike

hilly Birkenhead. Teddybear likes

to see all the teddies in windows

as we go past.

I've been writing my memoirs in

Susannah's cosy conservatory. So

far I'm only up to age 22 so

another 50 years still to go. The

days whizz by, each one chillier

than the last and it doesn't feel as

if we've been away for 11 weeks. I

brought my boogyboard in the

camper thinking we'd have some

hot March days en route home.

Haha!

Cold May days await us instead.

Best wishes and regards to

everyone.

The Newtons have been in Invercargill with our camper

Newtricks for 11 weeks. We came to care for our daughter

Susannah who had 2 neurosurgeries in February.

She was uplifted to Christchurch Hospital by air ambulance

for the 2nd neurosurgery after complications arose. Just before

lockdown Geoff and I went to a small cafe in Bluff for coffee

and a pasty - fortunately not the restaurant linked to a large

cluster of Coronavirus infections.

Wendy and Geoff Newton 
Vestry Member



Parish News 85/2/2020

I sent away for some seeds and potted them ready to plant

soon.

Also I've been making preserves with feijoas ready for the

trading table when we can get back to normal.

And I've been sewing for Days for Girls.

Walking every day uses up a bit of time and one day walked to

Highbury as I figure it is still 'local' to explain to anyone.

John and I have been doing a lot of catching

up with family and friends by phone, email,

video calls, Facebook. I have been reading a

book via FaceTime with our grandson,

Conor, in Palmerston North. We both have

a copy of the same book, he reads a chapter,

I read a chapter.

John reads books borrowed electronically

from the library. I listen to audio books

borrowed from the library while I am busy

sewing.

Rachel and I and the Days for Girls team

have been busy working on what we have

on hand, plus Rachel’s lounge is stockpiled

with kits to go on the Mercy Ship when it

finally sails around the Pacific. We have

also been making cloth masks and giving

them away, another DFG initiative. We had

a ‘make a mask’ challenge here at the

Village yesterday. John and I wore our own

masks, and I made masks for our singing

dogs (they sing ‘I’ve got you, Babe.’) I have

also been knitting a baby blanket while

watching TV, including all the COVID-19

updates.

Don’t know if I can give it to a baby, as I

have felt like Madame de Farge sitting

beside the guillotine at times. And of

course, we have been watching your

wonderful videos, Jordan. Thank you for

them!

Rachel Haggie 
Parish recorder

Jeannie & John Kennedy 
SecretaryArts & Crafts



Village Life under Lockdown

Parish News 95/2/2020

At breakfast time: read the

newspapers and do the

crosswords;

Morning: study, computer-work,

financial and secretarial reports,

writing;

12.30-3.00: Lunch, nap, walk –

occasional chats with others out

walking;

Afternoon: more financial reports!

Or non-fiction reading, eg the new

biography of Nancy Wake, “Code

Name Helene” by A. Lawhon, and

Bill Bryson’s detailed but

humorous account of “The Body.”

Eric is enjoying writing his

Memoirs. I like big colourful

jigsaws for a change.

Evening: lighter reading – or

occasionally a screen programme.

All quite sustainable for another 3

weeks!

After waking up, we’re
reading a spiritual
book together for 20
mins or so (currently
“Fingerprints of God”
by B.B. Hagerty)

What are the Bowaters doing? We’re actually enjoying the quietness

around us, and taking the opportunity to do more reading, writing,

phoning and general catching up. We’ve developed a typical day’s

pattern – offset by phone-calls, etc. Each apartment is in strict

isolation in the Village. We’re lucky that all our family are in contact

by phone and safely working from their homes. After waking up, we’re

reading a spiritual book together for 20 mins or so (currently

“Fingerprints of God” by B.B. Hagerty)

Margaret & Eric Bowater 
Library & Operations Manager
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From the Forest

Parish News 105/2/2020

I have not been blessed by any ability whatsoever with handcrafts, so

during Lockdown I have been performing a programme of Celtic songs

to our resident Tuis here in the bush. The programme is about 50

minutes long, give or take a minute, and when I'm not calling it "A

Concert for Mr Tui," I'm calling it "Suddenly It's Folk Song"!

Well what's the use in doing that, I hear you say?! Actually I had

thought of performing it in the church, during the Fair, and charging

people a gold coin to sit through it, proceeds to the church :).

Failing that, my husband, who lives in a hospital, may probably

appreciate it, one song at a time, over thirteen visits. Just some

thoughts from the forest. Take great care.

“We dressed up to

create the feeling of

dining out. Sadly this

would be the first

time we didn’t gather

with all our family at

Easter.”

Robin O’Kane 
Musician

Suzanne Harper 
Treasurer

Morgan in the forest 

Luke Finnigan
Sunday School

Ellie celebrates Easter by making an Easter Garden while in 
lockdown



A Milestone 
Postponed

On Sunday 5th April Chris &
Christine Ball had booked the hall
for their Golden 50th wedding
anniversary (which is mid-May).

“Due to the coronavirus crisis, we
had to cancel our event for our
Golden Wedding. Sadly, our son
and his family are no longer able
to join us from Australia. We were
going to be celebrating early so
that they could be present. The
actual date of our anniversary is
mid-May.

Closer to the time, we’ll decide
what to do. Possibly a cake at
morning tea after church, if that is
advisable by mid- May. Otherwise,
we’ll celebrate quietly with
Auckland family at home.”

Chris & Christine Ball

Parish News 11

Chris & Christine’s grandchildren congratulating them while in
lockdown



Feature: An Athlete’s 
Story

Articles & Arts 125/2/2020

This was shortly before the lockdown. However the lockdown

has not stopped me training three times a week with coach

Steve via WhatsApp live video link. We train on the flat lane

at the bottom of our road and at home on my bicycle wind

trainer that my step dad Ray has built me so that I can build

up my fitness. It feels like l am riding a magic Pegasus. My

plan is to pursue my dream career as a para athlete. Thank

you for continuing to support me and please keep up the

prayers.

3

Good things come from good people and the power of prayer and hard work. You

did the prayer and I did the hard work, but of course l love this hard work and l

can see my life now as a para athlete.

When l am running l wear special supports in my shoes so that l don’t roll my

ankles and they give me better balance. They give me confidence. Now l feel like

l can do anything. In fact l represented the Auckland team at the New Zealand

track and field Championships at Christchurch in March this year and won a

bronze medal in the Para senior women’s 200 meters.

Geena Hill

Geena on her wind trainer at home during the COVID19 lock down. 



Articles & Arts 13

Originally published in the Methodist Touchstone Magazine May Edition our
very own Lynne McDonald Looks back at Methodist missionary medical work in
the Solomon's.

Apart from preventative medicine, and maternal and infant care, the big

demands on Methodist mission medical services came from endemic

diseases such as malaria, yaws, and hookworm. The missions also became

involved in caring for leprosy patients. Missionaries were prone to catching

these diseases, especially malaria and hookworm. As well, they were still

expected to support and help facilitate those conducting eradication

campaigns.

Without financial and logistical aid from organisations such as the

Rockefeller Foundation it is doubtful any impact could have been made on

the control of the diseases by the administration or the missionaries alone.

In 1928 the Rockefeller Foundation and the Protectorate government

began to fund a campaign, led by Dr S. M. Lambert, to eradicate yaws in

the Solomon Islands. Yaws is a contagious and debilitating disease found

in the tropics, with disfiguring ulcer-like symptoms, which were sometimes

mistaken for syphilis by early missionaries. Dr lambert organised the

administration of salvarsan injections to the local people, which was the

accepted treatment at that time.

This treatment was not completely effective, and penicillin eventually

proved to be the best weapon with which to fight the disease. The yaws

vaccination and treatment campaign continued into the 1950s, with almost

all residents being treated, including missionaries and their families. Dr

Lambert was asked to begin a survey of the prevalence of hookworm in the

Solomon Islands in conjunction with the Rockefeller Foundation in 1921.

Lambert declared that hookworm infection “destroys efficiency . . .

devitalizes the race, decreases the birth rate and increases the death rate”.

He conducted a hurried six week long survey. He reported that 10 percent

of the population of the Western Solomons could be “clinically diagnosed”

with hookworm. It was thought that about 85 percent of the total

population suffered from some effects. The recommended treatment at the

time was “carbon tetrachloride over oil of chenopodium, thymol . . . .”

Hookworm was (and still is) diagnosed through microscopic examination of

stool samples. Lambert encountered difficulty conducting testing because,

he said, he did not have a “receptacle . . . suitable to give to the natives”

in order to collect stool samples. Another problem encountered by the

teams was that some Solomon Island men believed strongly in traditional

taboos about coming into contact with human excreta. In fact, the taboos

implied that any part of a person, such as fingernail clippings, hair or

faeces could be used by enemies to cast spells.

The third and probably most well-known endemic disease was Malaria.

There were no large-scale government works to eliminate areas where

mosquitos might breed. The only drug available, Quinine, was distributed

free to government employees and officials but not to government schools.

Missions had to make their own arrangements for supplies of Quinine.

During World War Two concerted efforts were made to control malaria in

the areas where allied forces were stationed. In 1955, the World Health

Organisation (WHO) began using DDT to control mosquitos. In 1965, the

WHO, together with the government, began a campaign to not just control

but to begin to eradicate malaria in the Protectorate. This continued into

the 1970s when the anti-malarial spraying program expanded into a full

eradication programme. The anti-malaria spray team usually visited

Choiseul (where there were Methodist missionaries) at approximately six-

monthly intervals. Very inconveniently, nothing they sprayed could be

washed for six months, which was, of course, just before the next spraying

occurred.

In 1969, Choiseul Local Council chairman Stephen Kodovaru accused

members of the anti-malarial spray team on Choiseul of making 25 girls

pregnant there. With some of the story considered true by the Council

there was understandable concern on the island. Doctors in the team also

requested blood slides from the “whole population” of Choiseul, which

Missionary Sister Lucy Money pointed out was a logistically impossible

task. It seems the teams only visited Choiseul intermittently, with Sister

Lucy noting that the last spraying was undertaken after a two or three

year gap. She was unhappy that the team did not comprise local people,

with many coming from Guadalcanal and Malaita to the south. There was

traditional animosity between the two areas which meant there was little

cooperation between the eradication team and the locals. While malaria,

yaws and hookworm are not yet eradicated, medical and pharmaceutical

advances mean that the diseases are now manageable in the Solomon

Islands.

Managing diseases in the Solomons
Lynne McDonald
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Pandemic Poem

Articles & Arts 145/2/2020

Give up, just for now, on trying to 
make the world different than it is.

Lynn Ungar
American Priest
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Shelley Miller Interiors and Designs

INSPIRATION

If a kitchen renovation is at the top of your list, it

could be time to check out Shelley Miller Designs at

Meridian Joinery Limited. Our Philosophy is “You

dream it, we will create it”. With more than 30 years

combined experience, we will guide you through the

many choices available to create your dream kitchen,

from classic to contemporary. Project managed from

concept plan to installation. Appliances at commercial

prices.

KITCHENS       

BATHROOMS          

INTERIORS

Phone: Shelley:  09 441 7289   - Mobile: 027 283 

3735 

email: shelleymillerdesigns@meridian.org.nz

TRADE ME
Geoff Newton (480 8538), with help from Rachel

Haggie (444 1438), continues to raise funds by selling

goods on TradeMe. You can donate goods for auction or

Geoff will sell on your behalf with a small commission

(minimum of 10% for larger items) going to church

funds.

GIVING TO THE PARISH
The ministry of All Saints is only possible by your generosity. If you would

like to join the envelope system, or to set up a direct debit, in order to

claim a tax rebate on your giving, please contact the parish office.

You can also give directly to our bank account number:

12-3035-0541134-00. Please ID your payment with your name in order to

receive a receipt, which can be used to claim the government rebate (one

third of your donations).

https://allsaintsbirkenheadanglican.com/
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https://www.facebook.com/allsaintsbirkenhead&event=video_description&redir_token=ArB-vpLdgtRByYO0FDHt-Fzkc5p8MTU4ODQ3MjQ0NEAxNTg4Mzg2MDQ0&v=WGbliX7m-U4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8pWeiW4rF-ytqitrCJDEaQ

